
Student Consultative Committee Meeting  

School of Geography, Planning & Environmental Management 

MINUTES 

 
Wednesday 14 September 2016 

9:00 – 10:00 am 
Room 215 Chamberlain 

 
 

Present Harry James (Chair), Matt Rice, Natalie Mason, Dylan Johnston, Chris Johnston, Doug Allen, John 
Tasker, Ben Priebbenow, Rosabella Borsellino, Erich Morgenbesser, Manuela Benavides 

1. Apologies None 

2. Confirmation of 
Minutes 

 
Minutes were confirmed by committee.  

3. Feedback from T&L 
Meeting 

• GPEM Kitchenette installed and is good. Thanks to GPEM for fast response.  
• Feedback on courses passed on to course coordinators 
• Lighting outside Chamberlain seems to have improved. 
• Paper Towel in men’s bathroom fixed 
• Vending machine good 

4. Studies GEOG1000:  
- Students would prefer to have tutorials more regularly 
- Having more tutorials would provide additional opportunities for assistance with 

assignments 
PLAN3005 

- No formalised assessment yet, none until October 
- Inconvenient having large assessment at the end of semester when other course 

assignments are due 
- Better to have progressive assessment 

ENVM2000 
- Improvements recognised by students on the teaching of manual working 
- Some feeling there is too much focus on R during the lectures 
- Lecture notes sometimes unclear 
- Students like Michaels teaching  

GEOG3205 
- Seems to be same theory as the first demography course (GEOG2205) 
- Tutorials feel somewhat different with more excel work, but same theory 
- Suggest advanced demography instead of applied demography as course name 

ENVM1002 
- Would like to see the 30% final exam returned 
- Some students unhappy with the topic choices 

GEOM3001 
- Enjoy having Chris as lecturer and appreciate fast feedback and drafts 
- Pracs need some reworking due to unclear descriptions for the tasks, few typos etc. 

ENVM3001 
- Rebecca Laws extremely committed to her students, appreciate her fast response to 

queries and friendly attitude  
ENVM Industry Placement 

- Really great course and experience, very valuable 
Lydia Mackenzie 

- Really great tutor, very approachable and always puts a lot of effort into her work in all the 
courses she supports 

GEOS1100 
- Mid-year intake Planning students felt doing GEOS in second semester was too full on 

(especially for students who haven’t done a semester of uni yet) with GEOG and GEOM 
- Feel there is too much content, scope of the course is too wide 
- Could be a turn off for students who haven’t done geography in high school 
- Three, one hour lectures are full on. One two hour lecture a week could be more 

manageable 



GEOS3106 (environmental hazards) 
- Very good course and well organised 
- Thanks to Annie Lau and appreciate her efforts 

MISC 
- A course relating to glaciers would be appreciated, seems to be a gap in studies 
- Would like to know possibility of recording course tutorials so students can still be involved 

in the course if they miss tutes (even though they lose the attendance marks) 

5. Facilities 
 

- Vending machine looks good, and is being used regularly, especially during evening courses 
- Access to storage space would be appreciated (store lighting and extension cords for 

events, GEMS) 
- Lockers would also be appreciated, have been removed and replaced with seating 
- Possible to install a recycling bin and an organic waste bin in Kitchenette?  
- Would like GPEM community garden and compost heap – Matt suggests joining UQ 

Gardening Society  
Labs 

- Crowded in the labs when tutes are on, not enough space for students in the tutorials – 
third year students using computers for project work as software is unavailable at home.  

- Chamberlain computer labs are often full 
- Students noted the computer labs on the ground floor of Steele are normally empty and 

can be used 

6. Service Honours week feedback: 
- Research route was well covered but would be good to hear from alumni outside of 

academia. Recognise there is an Alumni stall at GEMS Industry night, but this only runs in 
semester 1 

- Request made to have graduates come and discuss where they have gone after finishing 
their degree. Would like the School to run an alumni session, second week back from mid 
semester break 

- Suggested Alumni barbeque, informal discussions with people who have graduated from 
studies in geography (what can we do with our degrees?) 

- Websites do show some alumni but never get the chance to meet them or hear more 
 
Poster Design 

- Poster design course or class/help session requested, how to use programs that will make 
polished and well formatted posters (aside from ppt) – e.g. InDesign program use 

- Blackboard “clips” site is good and includes tips on poster design, but need to be invited 
into the group and no guidance on use of the program 

 
GIS Support 

- GIS support has been really good 
- remote sensing support would also be appreciated 
- rooms are very full in third year remote sensing course, only one prac 

 
First Years 

- First years aren’t very aware of services provided by GPEM 
 

Shout out to Matt Rice for his organisation of everything 
SCC is a great opportunity for feedback 

7. Next meeting   
Harry James to Chair next meeting. Meeting to take place in late October. 

 
 


